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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Marble Mosaics Mixed Colors For Wall And Floor Tiles

Short Description: Natural marble materials have unique

structures to the building constructions and decorations.

This three-dimensional cubic marble mosaic product is

combined with multiple mixed marble items in brown,

white, and black colors and offers a fresh view of the area.

Model No.: WPM092

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Our natural marble mosaic tiles collections include different marble items from many

countries of the world, especially the classic ones from Turkey and Italy. Natural marble

materials have unique characteristics to the building constructions and decorations. This

multiple colors mixed 3d marble mosaics tile product is combined with multiple mixed marble

items in brown, white, and black colors and offers a fresh view of the area. Marble materials

include Dark Emperador, Light Emperador, Nero Marquina, and Crystal Thessos marbles. The

3-dimensional marble mosaic tiles combine classical tradition and modernity with a balance.
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Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale 3d Marble Mosaics Mixed Colors For Wall And Floor Tiles

Model No.: WPM092

Pattern: 3 Dimensional

Color: Mixed Colors

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM092

Color: Mixed colors

Marble Materials: Dark Emperador, Light Emperador, Nero Marquina, and

Crystal Thessos

Model No.: WPM095

Color: Grey & White

Marble Materials: Crystal White, Carrara White, Carrara Grey

Product Application

Our stone mosaic tile products guarantee resistance, and unique, and timeless durability. All

of the indoor walls and floors' marble tiles increase the durability and sturdiness of many

spaces. Bathrooms, kitchens, rooms, or hallways from our selections will look awesome.

Marble mosaic bathroom tiles and kitchen mosaic tiles will be good choices for natural

marble materials.



We are always searching and developing exciting materials, visit our website to see our vast

selections of more natural marble mosaic patterns for yourself.

FAQ

Q: How many types of stone mosaic tile patterns do you have?

A: We have 10 main patterns: 3-dimensional mosaic, waterjet mosaic, arabesque mosaic,

marble brass mosaic, mother of pearl inlaid marble mosaic, basketweave mosaic,

herringbone and chevron mosaic, hexagon mosaic, round mosaic, subway mosaic.

Q: How to seal the marble mosaic tiles?

A: 1. Test the marble sealer on a small area.

2. Apply the marble sealer on the mosaic tile.

3. Seal the grout joints as well.

4. Seal for the second time on the surface to enhance the work.

Q: Will marble mosaic surface stain?

A: Marble is from nature and it contains iron inside so it can be prone to staining and etching,

we need to take measures to prevent them, such as using sealing adhesives.

Q: Could the scratches be removed if happened?

A: Yes, fine scratches can be removed with automotive paint buffing compound and a

handheld polisher. A company technician should take care of the deeper scratches.


